SitterCity
App Redesign
Doing the heavy lifting of find quality
caregivers for you.

Product Description
SitterCity is a web and mobile app program created to help
families find quality caregivers and help caregivers find work.

Become a Caregiver

Hire a Caregiver

With SitterCity you can list yourself as available
for caregiving, share your experience, and find
childcare centric jobs.

As a family, you're able to list jobs for free and
pay to communicate with potential caregivers,
giving you the power to find one that is the best
fit.

SitterCity User
The targeted users with this app are caregivers and
families. Below is a brief set of information about each
user. IN a ful project I would develop multiple protopersonas and work to validate these through research,
surveys, and data.

Parents
Two parent household
1-3 children, school aged,
preschool, toddler, infant
Age 30-45
Median income
$100,000-$250,000
Lives in affluent areas
Education centric
Needs in-home care

Caregivers
Female identifying
Aged 25 - 30
Looking for full-time
opportunities
5+ years experience
Degree holding individual
Background in caregiving
CPR, DMV, certified

Problem Statement
SitterCity’s current state and positioning in the market
frames the app as a high-quality, free and easy to use
mobile app. However, the lack of refined search elements,
minimal details required in job postings, and general lag
experienced by users, makes the app difficult to use and
not engaging for both caregivers and parents.

Hypothesis
Full redesign and re-prioritization of systems
Redesigning and gamifying the SitterCity app will increase the quality
of applicants, help parents find more high quality caregivers, and help
caregivers find the right family for them.

Current State

Documenting
Documenting each part of the process for both users is
crucial in identifying pain points and elements of the
system that work. In a full scale project I would:
Fully document the mobile app and website experience
Detail would be added to each flow section
Sticky note detail in luicd or miro board pointing out
pain points and areas in need of improvement
Common flaws encountered
Here is a condesned version to review.

What's Working

To inform this list of what is working with SitterCity, I would perform a series of interviews of 5-10 individuals
who are using the app and send out an email communication asking current users to help us understand their
experience. I believe user interviews would be a crucial data point in the product redesign.
ON THE WEBSITE (Parent)
Simple sign up
Many options for selecting job post type
In-platform hiring management
In-platform interviewing
In-platform messaging
In depth information about caregivers
ON WEBSITE (Caregiver)
Having the hourly pay rates next to the face of the parent
Small map of area of home
Easy sign up

What's Working

Additionally, I would create a test group of users to evaluate their use of the app and website now and then
use this same test group throughout the process to understand their on-going experience with the app. Below
is a list of features that are working within the app and web platform.
IN-APP (Parent)
Quick and easy sign up
Messaging available
IN-APP (Caregiver)
The map shows a really great view of the area of the job
Schedule is listed on the job profile
Part time and full time are color coded

Pain Points

Similar to the previous process, I would perform a series of interviews of 5-10 individuals who are
using the app and send out an email communication asking current users to help us understand
their experience. Below are two key examples of what is not working within the app.
ON THE WEBSITE (Parent)
The web is misleading in starting an account for free
You must pay for messaging
The subscription model on-web is available at a weekly, monthly, and quarterly price point – drastically different
than what is stated in-app
Website logs user out constantly
IN APP (Parent)
The subscription model in-app is only available for 3-month at a time purchase
Messaging is not updated
Messaging would lag behind by hours
Notifications did not work
Messages were missed frequently
Could not easily view enough information about the caregiver who applied (website had more info)

Pain Points

I believe user interviews would be a crucial data point in the product redesign. Whether you sign
up through the app or website as a parent, you’ll eventually be required to subscribe to view and
message applicants back – even though posting a job is free.
ON THE WEBSITE (Caregiver)
Caregivers lack awareness around a website existing
IN-APP (Caregiver)
When filtering for hourly wage it does not accurately portray the hourly pay being offered
Job postings are often outdated
No vaccination status next to family
Travel nanny status is not listed
Does not show if it is in-house care or out-of-home-care
No tax information required
Status of parents being in or out of the home not listed
The map locator needs to click out to google or apple maps to help caregivers understand how far away a job
might be
No guaranteed hours listed
Maximum hours and minimum hours are not listed
Needs additional skills and traits section to help caregiver stand out

Major Epics to Improve
Search
Messaging
Communication
Profiles

SEARCH
Caregiver Search

Job Search

Finding a caregiver who is local is
difficult, improving the geographic
search is critical, creating more filters to
help parents make better informed
searches around caregiver types,
special needs, house-maintenance etc.
is vital.

Caregivers being able to find the
right family/job for them requires the
ability to search for keywords in job
posts or special categories that have
been selected by parents.

COMMUNICATION
Direct Messaging

Video Communications

Messaging systems currently lag and
have delayed response times,
notifications surrounding on-going
communications do not appear inphone, despite there being notifications
set up

Currently, video interviews utilize an
in-app system that does not provide
a full view of either party. Improving
the experience with video interviews
or establishing a set of integrations
with other video conferencing or
video-call apps would make this a
better experience.

JOB POSTINGS
When a family creates a job posting, it requires only location, hourly wage,
and a description. This basic set of information is not enough for
individuals who are caregivers to make an informed decision.
Requiring more information of parents such as;
basic information about the children
adding descriptions to the requirements of the job
background check on parents
and a home-review from a sittercity safety consult.

PROFILES
Detailed Family Profiles

Caregiver Skill Expansions

Allowing families to add more photos of
themselves, children, and pets, profiles
on each child, and description of the
person they’re looking for outside of
responsibilities.

Many caregivers possess extensive
education and care experience that
could help families make more
applicable decisions.

Competitors
Major players in the caregiver industry
In a full scale project I would preform a screen-by-screen comparison
to our competitors and understand an the most intimate detail
possible what abou their apps work best and how we can implement
successful features in our own app.

Nanny Lane

Care.com

Facebook Groups

FUTURE STATE

Hypothesis
Redesigning and gamifying the SitterCity app will increase
the quality of applicants, help parents find more high
quality caregivers, and help caregivers find the right family
for them.

Goals
1. Streamline the job search
process for caregivers with
precise filtering
2. Create a robust parent onboarding experience
3. Keep caregivers engaged to
create a detailed profile
4. Encourage more high quality
job listings
5. Clearer communication
between parties in-app and on
the website

Challenges
Communication

Task Coordination

Users

With a need to develop an
app the functions in two very
distinct ways any gap in
communication between
team members or users
being interviewed could be
difficult.

Ensuring designers and
developers are working intandem with this product is
essential, we are essentially
redesigning two
functionalities that do have
minimal cross-over from time
to time.

Getting enough information
from users could prove
difficult as getting a hold of
them would be strictly
through email. Getting
enough users to respond to a
survey to provide a wide
range of demographics are
covered.

Risks
Privacy Concerns

Gamified

Asking parents for more
information about their
family or the job could deter
parents from using the app.

Gamifying the app to a dating
style app could deter many
less-than-tech savvy
caregivers.

Complicate Current
Process
New features could over
complicate the process
overall.

Team

On a full project, I would need to understand who I have available for this
specific product and clearly define what the roles are for this project, define
who would fit into each role, and understand their utilization for this project.
On a basic level I would expect a number of roles along these lines, but could
vary.
UX Designer
Developers
Front end developer
Back end developer
iOS developer
Android developer
QA
Product Manager
Business Analyst
Product Owner

Timeline
I would go to my team and ask for an estimate from each of
them regarding their part of the work. I would then create a
timeline estimate to present to the team and begin working
through design, dev, and deliver the first MVP on or around
the estimated completion date.

